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B series) algebra under Lie Bracket. Evidently the Hamiltonian Hk inthe mean—field approximation is an element in the SOC N) algebra. If




h. + e (1)j cd
where the (h., e) are the generators in C—W form and (n., p) are some
combinations of ?.
13
The T=O Green Function can be writ tens (suppressing spi as
G(k,t)
= -i
< ‘lTt ak(t) a ‘> (2)
here j’> is the (mean—field) ground state of Hk , and
ak(t) = (exp i H t) ak (exp - i Hk t) (3)
Using the (A.) notation we find
—itla (t) = A (t) (e ) A. ()r rj j
so,
t
-itl ta (t) a A (t) A L (e ) X (5)k k r r rj rj
Examining the above we can identify the matrix elements (e ) as
- rj“structure constants” of an “Heisenberg automorphism :
Ar fA} of single fermion operators onto themselves in the B algebra.
The Uk can be rotated to “diagonal” form: U U 1 h. F
H, by means of a Unitary transformation U exp i ( 8 e3), with
coefficients 8. We can identify the coefficients y. as a second set
of “structure constants” of an automorphism
‘ of pairs of fermion
operators onto themselves: (h, e) (h) produced by the mapping U.
After rotation Uk is a sum of generators (hj) of the Cartan sub—
algebra of D. It is natural to label the kets J{}> of by eigen
values of the h. : h. A’}> = A’ {A’}> where (A’) are the lowest eigen3 3 3
values. In terms of the eigenfunction l{A’}> the state j’> is j’>U_i j{A’}>.




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































determined from structure constants of automorphisms of the Dynamical
Algebra and eigenvalues of the generators (hg). Mutatis mutandis the
thermal Gor’kov anomalous function has a similar structure.
Details of the analysis and illustrations for simple BCS-like
theory of superconductivity are given elsewhee’ 2)
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